PRIX EUROPA 1994 - AWARDS

PRIX EUROPA TV FICTION

★ PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1994
ANGEL OF MERCY / ANJEL MILOSREDNTSVA
Slovak Republic, Slovak Television / Czech Television / ARS Media (production)
by Vladimir Körner (author), Miloslav Luther (director)

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
Donated by the Standing Conference of Local and Regional Authorities at the Council of Europe.
THE CONVERT OR THE TURNED BACK / ZAWRÓCONY
Poland, Telewizja Polska (production)
by Kazimierz Kutz (author and director)

★ SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS
FALSE PREGNANCY / GROSSESSE NERVEUSE
Switzerland, D. Haudepin, Crittin & Thiébaud / Bloody Mary / France 2 / TSR / AFITEC (production)
by Denis Rabaglia (author and director)

SAFE
United Kingdom, David M. Thompson, BBC London (production)
by Al Hunter (author) and Antonia Bird (director)

SKALLAGRIGG
United Kingdom, John Chapman, BBC and Rudi Kaufmann (production)
by Nigel Williams (author) from the novel by William Howard, and Richard Spence (director)

PRIX EUROPA NON-FICTION

★ PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1994
ULRIKE MARIE MEINHOF
France, Fabrice Puchault, Les Films du Village / La Sept / RTBF / Lichtblick (production)
by Timon Koulmasis (author and director)

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
Donated by the European Parliament
SUZANNA FROM THE CELLAR / SUZANA IZ PODRUMA
Bosnia i Herzegovina, RTV (production)
by Sukrija Omeragic (author and director)
SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS

THE TWO DEATHS OF JOSEPH STALIN / LES DEUX MORTS DE JOSEPH STALINE
France, France 3/ I.N.A. (production)
by William Karel, Claire Jeanteur (authors) and William Karel (director)

SUCKERS / PÖLYNIMURIKAUPPIAT
Finland/France, Kari Jääskeläinen, Epidem for YLE 2 (production)
by John Webster (author and director)

LIFE AT ANY PRICE? / DOORGAAN TOT WELKE PRIJS?
The Netherlands, Humanist Broadcasting Foundation (production)
by Anneke Groen (author) and Evelie van Dijck (director)

HANDLEBARS / SYKKELSTYRET
Norway, NRK, Falm Documentaries (production)
by Svein Bæren (director)

PRIX EUROPA TV EXTRA

PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1994
FAMILY
United Kingdom, Andrew Eaton, BBC Television (production)
by Roddy Doyle (author) and Michael Winterbottom (director)

PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF PHILLIP KNIGHT
United Kingdom, Peter Kosminsky and Peter Waller, Yorkshire TV (production)
by Jeremy Brock (author), Peter Kominsky (director)

SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS
SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN
United Kingdom, Jack Emery, The Drama House (production)
by Jack Emery (author) and Betsan Morris Evans (director)

“Tattoo/ Branded” (Tätowiert)
Germany, Baethe Filmproduktion (production)
by Hanno Baethe (author and director)

“D’Est”
Belgium, Marylin Watelet, C.B.A./ Paradise Films/ Lieurac Productions/ RTBF (production)
by Chantal Akerman (author and director)